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Abstract 
Lahtinen, A., On the choice of parameters in shape-preserving quadratic spline interpolation, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 39 (1992) 109-l 13. 
Some shortcomings of a proposed choice of parameters in a shape-preserving quadratic spline interpolation 
are examined. 
Keywords: Quadratic spline, monotony, preserving the shape. 
1. Introduction 
The art of shape-preserving interpolation by quadratic splines depends essentially on a 
suitable parametrization of the interpolating spline (cf. [3-71). A flexible way is to choose as 
parameters the derivatives of the spline at the interpolating points as well as the places of the 
additional breakpoints. These parameters can be freely chosen in interpolation, However, all 
choices do not preserve the shape (cf. [3]). 
The determination of parameters can be done in several ways as, for instance, by using 
optimization techniques (cf. [5,6]). In this note we consider a special choice suggested by 
Schumaker [7] for the construction of a shape-preserving interpolating quadratic spline. We will 
at first show that the derivatives of [7] are asymptotic to the derivatives studied in [3]. This 
observation confirms Schumaker’s remark that his choice does not always preserve the 
monotony. We will give an exact description of the situation where this happens together with a 
remedy. On the other hand, it also appears that the choice of additional breakpoints in the 
algorithm of [7] does not always preserve the monotony. We will give an exact description of 
this situation with a remedy, too. 
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2. On the choice of derivatives 
First we recollect some notations. Let [a, b] be an interval containing a mesh <Xi)4 such that 
a=x,<x2< l -* <x, = b and let iyj); be real numbers. We denote Ax; =x;+, -xi, Ay; = 
Yitl my;, S; = Ay;/Ax; and 1; = ((AX,)* + (Ay;) ) * ‘I2 The derivative parameters of a quadratic . 
spline s interpolating at the data set D = (xi, y;>; are denoted by m; so that s’(x;) = m;, 
i = I,..., n. If an additional breakpoint is needed for interpolation on an interval lx;, xi+ ,[, it 
is denoted by 6;. 
Schumaker [7] proposed a simple choice of derivatives ?n; for a shape-preserving interpola- 
tion. We are here interested only in the derivatives at inner points x;. These derivatives depend 
on the slopes of a linear spline interpolating in the set D (cf. [l]) as follows. Let 
l;_ ,s;_ 1 + 1;s; 
fit = li_,+li ’ 
i=2,..., n - 1, 
and define 
l Pi- if S;_lis; > 0, IPl;= 0, if 6;_ 16; G 0, i=2,..., 18-1. 
On the other hand, in [3] the derivatives are defined as linear combinations of the slopes, 
t?l;= l Si+ai(Si_l -S,), if Si_l$>O, 0, if 6;_ Isi < 0, i=2 Y-*-Y n- 1. 
(1) 
(21 
Here a; is a parameter which has to be determined so that the preservation of shape is 
achieved. By choosing this parameter to be 
4-I 
asi = 1, _ 1 + lj ’ 
we see that Schumaker’s choice (1) is a special case of (2). Obviously aSi is as a function of the 
data D a surjection to the open interval 10, l[. 
In a situation where the mesh <xi>: is fixed, the Schumaker’s derivative pi is a nonlinear 
function of the slopes S;_ 1 and 6;. The derivative (2) is, on the other hand, a linear function of 
the slopes supposing of course that the parameter a; depends only on the mesh. We derive an 
asymptotic L: bnnecticn of the derivatives (1) and (2) in the case where the absolute values of the 
slopes are small. 
Proposition 1. At a point xi with 6 = max( I Ei,_ 1 1, ISi 1) < 1 define 
AXi- 1 
ai = Ax;_I + AX; l 
13zen the Schumaker’s deri’L;atiue pi has an asymptotic representation 
~i=6i+ai(Si_*-si)+O(S3). 
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Proof. It is easy to see that L’IOW 1pi - (6; + q@_ 1 - 8,)) I < $S3. EI 
Especially this means that on an evenly spaced mesh where the data is such that 1 A yi 1 e Ax; 
the Schumaker’s choice (1) is asymptotically the choice (2) with a; = $. An example of such a 
situation is to be found in [2]. 
3. On the preservation of the shape 
Schumaker [7] presented an algorithm for a construction of a shape-preserving interpolating 
quadratic spline. As he remarks, the algorithm may sometimes fail. We will examine such cases 
more closely. It is sufficient to consider only such inner intervals [X;, X;+ ,I where ~j_ 18j > 0 
when j = i, i + 1 and where an additional breakpoint 5; is needed in the interpolation. 
Shape preserveness demands that both derivatives m; and the needed additional breakpoints 
si are properly chosen. We start with the derivative conditions. 
Because 0 < as; < 1 for all i, we see directly from [3, Proposition 61 that the spline s with 
Schumaker’s choice of derivatives and additional breakpoints preserves the convexity of the 
data. 
The question about the preservation of the monotony is slightly less simple. Schumaker 
remarks that his derivatives may not always preserve the monotony. The following proposition 
shows when this happens. 
Proposition 2. Let s be an interpolating quadratic spline on an interval [Xi, Xi+ ,I, 1 < i < n - 2, 
where the quotients dj = ~j/6i are positive, j = i + 1. There exist values d? E 12, 2 + AX;/A Xj[, 
j = i + 1, such that s with Schumaker ‘s derivatives and proper additional breakpoints is monotone 
on[x;, xi+,]ifandonlyifdi_l Cd:_, ordi+, Cd:+,, where “ < ” has to be replaced with ” < ” if 
Pi = Pi+ 1’ 
Proof Suppose first that CL; # d-c;+ 1.By [3] it is sufficient to consider the case where d,_ f $2 
an _+;+, 2 2. According to [3] the spline s with Schumaker’s derivatives and proper additional 
breakpoints is monotone on [xi, xi+ ,] if and only if as; < 6;(6;_, - S;)-’ or 1 - 6;(6;+, - S;)-’ 
<a s(i+ 1)’ This is equivalent to 
(dj-2) AXj~~ -AX;\ll <O, j=i+ 1. (3) 
Because the left-hand side of (3) is an increasing function of dj, dj > 0, it has exactly one zero 
d,? This zero must be on the interval 12, 2 + AX;/AXj[, j = i + 1. This proves the proposition 
when icl; # p,+]. The case c_c; = pi+, differs only by some equality signs. 0 
Thus if the variation of the data is large enough, the Schumaker’s choice of derivatives is not 
able to preserve the monotony. This happens, for instance, if on some value i, 1 < i < n - 1, the 
sequence ( Yi>j’f is monotone and 
IAy;I>O, j=i&l. (4) 
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When using the Schumaker’s choice of derivatives in aiming to a shape-preserving interpola- 
tion, one has in the situation shown in Proposition 2 to be prepared to substitute on an interval 
1 Xi, Xicl] the parameter value a, or (Zs(i+l) with a more suitable alternative. One possibility is 
to replace the parameter as(i+ 1J in the spirit of Proposition 1 by the midpoint of the parameter 
interval 11 - ~~( pi+ I - 6i) - ‘, l[ defined in [3]. This leads to a simple choice mi+ 1 = ~Si, which 
preserves the shape in this case. 
Another thing to consider is the significance of the additional breakpoints. The preservation 
of the shape demands that they are chosen within certain limits which depend on the 
derivatives mi (cf. 131). Schumaker uses in certain cases the choice si = i(Xi +xi+ 1). The 
following result shows when this choice preserves the shape. 
P~~~positio~ 3. Let s be an interpotating quadratic spline on an interval [Xi, Xi+ J with an 
additional breakpoint si = f(xi +xi+,), 1 < i <n - 1. Suppose that 
same s&n. Then s preserves ihe monotony on [Xi, Xi+ I ] if and only if 
mi, mi, 1 and 6i have the 
Imil+lmi+~l~4l~il9 (9 
where there is a strict inequality if mi + m i + , . 
proof If Mi=mi+I, the starement follows directly from [3]. Suppose then that mi z mi+ 1. It 
follows from [3] that s is now monotone on [Xi, Xi+ 1 ] if and only if 
Axi miil - 26, Ami +Xi-&i (Imi+* I-lmil) <O* 
It is easy to see that this is equivalent to (5). 0 
According to Schumaker we can choose the additional breakpoint freely on the interval 
ixi, Xi+ 1] where the spline s has a point of inflection. The algorithm in [7] uses the midpoint. 
However, Proposition 3 shows that the spline s need not always be monotone with that choice. 
For instance suppose that 6i_ 1, Si and Si+ i have the same sign and 
2 Axi+l 
0<ISiI<ISi_~I~216il' TAX_+3 Ax_ lsi+ll* 
I r+l 
(6) 
In thi$ case Schumaker’s algorithm places on the interval [xi, Xi+ 1 ] the additional breakpoint to 
midpoint and (5) is not valid. By Proposition 3 the resulting spline is not monotone. However, 
by [3] there exists pi which makes s monotone. Thus the Schumaker’s choice does not preserve 
the monotony in this case. 
Therz is a remedy also to this part of Schumaker’s algorithm. The additional breakpoint has 
to be chosen within the limits stated in [3]. 
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